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Factors limiting the efficiency of molecular photovoltaic devices
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We present a simple model of a molecular photovoltaic device consisting of a two-level system, connected
to external contacts by chains of one or more charge transporting orbitals. Electrons may be promoted in the
two-level system by photon absorption, and charge transported to the external circuit by electron transfer
between neighboring orbitals. Photon absorption and emission are described by a generalized Planck equation
and electron transfer is described by nonadiabatic Marcus theory. We find the steady-state current by solving
the set of coupled rate equations for electron transfer in the system under illumination as a function of bias
applied to the contacts. We calculate monochromatic current-voltage characteristics and power conversion
efficiency as a function of the system size, orbital energy levels, and electron transfer rates, and compare with
the monochromatic detailed balance limit. Using realistic values of the energy levels and charge-transfer rates,
we are able to reproduce a number of commonly observed features in the current-voltage characteristics. These
include a ‘‘kink’’ in the current-voltage curve close to open circuit when large interfacial energy steps are
present or mobilities are low, and a reduction of the open-circuit voltage and crossing of the light and dark
current curves when interfacial recombination is strong. We show that open-circuit voltage is dominated by the
acceptor-donor energy gap when recombination is important, and by the optical gap when recombination is
low. We confirm previous reports that photovoltaic energy conversion can be achieved by interfacial asymme-
try alone and that a potential difference between the electrodes is unnecessary. Improved photovoltaic effi-
ciency of molecular heterojunctions requires ohmic contacts, improved charge-carrier mobilities, and tuning of
the electron-transfer rates at the heterojunction. Maximizing the rate of charge separation does not necessarily
lead to maximum efficiency.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.035337 PACS number~s!: 73.40.Lq, 72.40.1w, 72.80.Le
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular electronic materials such as dyes, conjuga
polymers, and small molecules are gaining interest for ap
cations in photovoltaics. Attractive features are the possi
ity of solution processing, compatibility with flexible sub
strates, and the low materials consumption for ultrat
molecular films, all of which offer the prospect of cheap
photovoltaic energy generation. Recent improvements in
vice design have led to power conversion efficiencies
ceeding 3% in several distinct material systems.1–3 All of
these devices rely upon the dissociation of a photogener
excitation at the interface between an electron donating
electron accepting material, in one case aided by a sensi

Compared to inorganic solar cells, molecular photovolt
devices are characterized by a relatively low photocurr
density and low fill factor. The low photocurrent density
attributed to the limited spectral sensitivity of molecular s
ids, and the poor fill factor to slow charge transport and h
recombination. Improving these requires both the devel
ment of materials with superior properties~light absorption,
mobility! and an understanding of the device physics of m
lecular solar cells.

Recent studies4–9 have helped to elucidate the mechanis
of photocurrent generation in molecular heterojunctions.
particular, it has been demonstrated that, unlike conventio
p-n andp-i -n semiconductor structures, the photovoltage
a molecular heterojunction isnot limited by the potential
difference due to different contact work functions. In co
ventional devices photogeneration is distributed through
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035337~11!/$22.50 69 0353
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the active layers and contributions to the photovoltage fr
concentration gradients are negligible, while in molecu
heterojunctions strongly localized photogeneration leads
large and asymmetric gradients in charge-carrier den
which are sufficient to generate a high photovoltage.4,5

Such developments have helped to elaborate a de
physics for organic solar cells. However, the question of
limiting power conversion efficiency for a molecular sol
cell has not yet been addressed. In crystalline semicondu
solar cells, a detailed balance treatment has been applie
calculate the limiting efficiencyh under solar illumination.
For a material with complete light absorption for photon e
ergy E greater than some thresholdEg , complete charge
separation, and infinite charge-carrier mobilities,h has a
maximum of 31% atEg51.3 eV ~e.g., Ref. 10!. Practical
solar cells reach 25%~Ref. 11! and the reasons for the shor
fall in efficiency are reasonably well understood~i.e., shad-
ing, series resistance, and surface recombination!. The same
limit cannot readily be applied to molecular photovolta
systems, which are characterized by narrow spectral abs
tion, low mobilities, and require an additional intermolecu
electron-transfer step to achieve charge separation. T
features are due to the molecular nature of the materials
must be incorporated in any realistic model, and all th
represent losses compared to the detailed balance limit.
first effect, the loss in photocurrent due to the narrow sp
tral sensitivity of molecular materials, is reasonably well u
derstood. Indeed, new molecular photovoltaic device c
cepts are often evaluated in terms of theirmonochromatic
power conversion efficiency. The remaining losses, due
©2004 The American Physical Society37-1
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the rates of intermolecular charge transfer and transport,
still largely unquantified.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the loss mec
nisms due to charge transfer,independentof those due to
poor light absorption, by modeling the molecular photov
taic device as a two-level system. We consider photon
sorption and emission in terms of a detailed balance tr
ment and intermolecular charge transfer in terms
nonadiabatic Marcus theory. We will show that the mon
chromatic current-voltage characteristics and the maxim
efficiency are functions of the relevant energy levels of
photovoltaic device, the intermolecular electron-transfer
rameters and the light intensity. The simple model rep
duces a number of features observed in experimental sys
and predicted by more sophisticated models.

II. MODEL

The core of the model is a two-level system consisting
a lower energy level@the highest occupied molecular orbit
~HOMO!#, which is normally filled, separated by an ener
gap of Eg from an upper level@the lowest unoccupied mo
lecular orbital~LUMO!#, which is normally empty. This rep
resents the central light absorbing molecule or ‘‘sensitize
Photons of energyEg can excite electrons from HOMO t
LUMO producing an excited state~exciton!. The excited
state may decay by radiative relaxation of the electron to
HOMO ~‘‘intramolecular’’ recombination!. Alternatively, the
promoted electron may be transferred to an adjoining ‘‘
ceptor’’ orbital or directly to a charge collecting (n-type!
contact, or the vacancy in the HOMO level may be filled
electron transfer from an adjoining ‘‘donor’’ orbital or d
rectly from a second (p-type! contact. Each orbital is con
sidered to have only two valence states, i.e., double ion
tion is assumed to be energetically unfavorable, and for
sensitizer, only the first neutral excited state is included. T
system is assumed to be charge neutral in all conditio
Since observations are usually ensemble averages ov
large number of similar systems in different states, it is va
to consider the occupation of states in terms of Fermi-Di
occupation probabilities.

We consider the three systems illustrated in Fig. 1. In~a!
the LUMO, at energyEc , attaches directly to then contact
and the HOMO, at energyEv , attaches to thep contact. In
~b! and~c!, contact is made via acceptor and donor orbitals
energiesEa and Ed , respectively. Physically, the accept
and donor orbitals may belong to adjoining layers of oth
organic materials of larger optical gap, or the interfacial la
at a metal-organic contact. Remote orbitals of these adj
ing molecules, such as the HOMO of the acceptor and
LUMO of the donor, are assumed to lie so far above
below the sensitizer orbitals that they are not involved
electron transfer. This is normally the case for experimen
systems. In case~c! a chain ofN additional acceptor orbitals
connects the first acceptor level to then contact andN addi-
tional donor levels connect the donor to thep contact. In all
cases the transport of charge from final orbital to contac
lossless, i.e., the quasi-Fermi levels of that orbital and
neighboring contact are identical. The acceptor and do
03533
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energies are placed symmetrically about the center of
optical gap. Cases~b! and~c! may be considered crude mod
els of a three-layer photoconverter such as a dye-sensit
solar cell.1,12 Cases~a! represents the detailed-balance lim
for monochromatic energy conversion. Comparing the ch
acteristics of cases~b! and ~c! with cases~a! reveals loss
mechanisms due to intermolecular charge transfer. Tho
we focus on symmetric systems to simplify the analysis,
main features~effects of orbital energies, transfer rate, a
chain length! can be extended to more general don
acceptor and donor-sensitizer-acceptor heterojunctions.

A. Light absorption

The rates of absorption and spontaneous emission of p
tons of energyEg by the two-level system can be describ
with Fermi’s golden rule.10 Applying detailed balance be
tween absorption and emission in a photon flux leads to
following expression for the net steady-state transition ratR
from HOMO to LUMO per unit volume:

R5rS Gs1Ga2
Kg

e(Eg2mc1mv)/kT21
D ~ f v2 f c!, ~1!

where f v and f c are the occupation probabilities of th
HOMO and LUMO, respectively,mv and mc their quasi-
Fermi energies „defined through f i5@11exp((Ei
2mi) /kT)#21

…, r is the volume density of identical two-leve

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagrams for the three systems discusse
the text. Unshaded arrows show forward electron-transfer pathw
~generating photocurrent! while shaded arrows show recombinatio
pathways~intramolecular and interfacial!. Dotted lines represent the
Fermi levels at short circuit. Other orbitals of the acceptor a
donor molecules do not take part in electron transfer and are
shown.
7-2
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systems,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T the temperature andKg
a coefficient of recombination~defined below!. Gs and Ga
represent the rates of absorption of solar and ambient p
tons, given byGs5 f oscbs andGa5 f oscba , wheref osc is the
oscillator strength of the sensitizer andbs , ba are the inci-
dent spectral photon flux densities from the sun and the
bient, respectively.f osc is the relevant quantity defining ab
sorption by a discrete level in a panchromatic spectru
since it is bandwidth independent and ensures that the
sorption is independent of the broadening of the molecu
levels. Modeling the sun as a black body at temperatureTs
we have for the solar and ambient flux densities

bs5
2pXFs

c2h3

E2

~eE/kTs21!
~2!

and

ba5
2p~12XFs!

c2h3

E2

~eE/kTa21!
, ~3!

whereFs is the relative angular range of the sun,X the con-
centration factor,Ta the temperature of the ambient,h is
Planck’s constant, andc the speed of light. Both fluxes ar
evaluated atE5Eg5Ec2Ev . Ensuring detailed balance,Kg
is then given by

Kg5 f osc~2pEg
2/h3c2!, ~4!

where we have used the three-dimensional density of ph
states,gg58pn3E2/h3c3, and resolved the emission in th
forward direction, perpendicular to the plane of the devi
assuming that emission occurs into free space~refractive in-
dex n51). Equation~1! is equivalent to the generalize
Planck equation which has been used to describe radia
recombination in semiconductor based13 and dye based14 so-
lar cells.

Assuming that all excitations which do not relax lead
charge separation, the current density generated by light
sorption in the molecular assembly,Jg , is given by

Jg5qE
0

d

Rdx, ~5!

whereq is the electronic charge and the integral is taken o
the thicknessd of the device.~We choose the sign ofJg such
that short circuit photocurrent is positive.! At this point we
choose to focus on systems which are optically thin.
though in the usual detailed-balance treatment of solar
efficiency unit absorptivity and uniform quasi-Fermi leve
are assumed, this is physically unreasonable for low mob
systems. Therefore we consider a thin molecular assem
but calculate efficiency in terms ofabsorbedrather thanin-
cidentphoton flux, in order to make direct comparison wi
the detailed balance limit. This yields the net photogenera
current density

Jg5qrdS Gs1Ga2
Kg

e(Eg2mc1mv)/kT21
D ~ f v2 f c!. ~6!
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We recognize that this description of transitions in a tw
level system is a very crude approximation to a real mole
lar sensitizer. Optical transitions in molecules are stron
influenced by vibronic and excitonic effects, while char
separation may also involve the formation of intermedi
species such as bound polaron pairs. A more realistic mo
should include a more detailed description of the photo
neration and recombination pathways. However, we str
that thequalitativefeatures predicted here will result for an
mechanism where the probability of recombination increa
with the population of occupied LUMO and unoccupie
HOMO states.

B. Intermolecular electron transfer

For all intermolecular electron-transfer steps from an i
tial statei to a final statef, we use the rate expression fro
nonadiabatic Marcus theory,15,16

ki→ f5Ci f l i f
21/2e2(D i f 2l i f )

2/4l i f kTf i~12 f f !, ~7!

whereCi f includes the wave-function overlap between init
and final states, including the Franck-Condon factor,D i f rep-
resents the free-energy difference between initial and fi
states,l i f the reorganization energy, andf i , f f the Fermi-
Dirac occupation factors for initial and final state. In wh
follows we neglect changes in Coulomb energy so that

D i f 5Ei2Ef . ~8!

The relevant electron-transfer pathways (i , f ) are LUMO
to acceptor,ca ~which is equivalent to donor to HOMO in
symmetric systems!, acceptor to acceptor,aa ~equivalent to
donor to donor!, and acceptor to HOMO,av ~equivalent to
LUMO to donor! ~see Fig. 1!. To obtain the net electron
transfer rate, and hence current, we add the forward rateki→ f
to the backward ratekf→ i for each pathway, respecting th
sign of D i f . This gives for the current density

Ji f 5qrdKi f @ f i~12 f f !2e2D i f /kTf f~12 f i !# ~9!

for each of the pathwaysca, av, where

Ki f 5Ci f l i f
21/2e2(D i f 2l i f )

2/4l i f kT. ~10!

For electron transfer between the (n21)th andnth orbit-
als in the acceptor chain, we have the current density

Jaa
n 5qrdKaa@ f a

n21~12 f a
n!2e2Daa /kTf a

n~12 f a
n21!#,

~11!

where

Kaa~V!5Caalaa
21/2e2(Daa2laa)2/4laakT, ~12!

where f a
n21 and f a

n refer to the occupation probabilities an
Daa to the free-energy difference between adjacent orbit
Orbitals are numbered from 0~adjacent to sensitizer! to N
~adjacent to electrode!. For isoenergetic acceptors as cons
ered here,Daa52q(fn212fn), wherefn is the electro-
static potential at thenth orbital.Kaa is therefore a function
7-3
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of the applied biasV, and is shown as such in Eq.~12!. We
shall see below that when the device is developing a volta
Daa is negative.

C. Calculation of current-voltage characteristics

To solve for the current-voltage characteristic of each
the structures in Fig. 1, we calculate the net electron cur
J passing from thep to n electrode as a function of th
difference in quasi-Fermi level of the orbitals attached
those electrodes.~Note thatJ is defined such that short cir
cuit photocurrent is positive.! In each case the Fermi level
constant at a level,m05Ev1Eg/2, in equilibrium.

Steady state ensures that the net current at each orbi
zero. Therefore for case~a! we haveJ5Jg and qV5mc
2mv . This reduces toqV52(mc2m0), exploiting the sym-
metry of the system.

For case~b!, we have the joint constraintsJ5Jca2Jav
and Jg5Jca1Jav with qV5ma2md52(ma2m0), where
ma , md are the quasi-Fermi levels of acceptor and do
level. In the case of no interfacial recombination (Kav50),
the current density for case~b! simplifies toJ5Jca5Jg .

For case~c!, where interfacial recombination is not con
sidered, we have in additionJ5Jaa

n for n51,...,N, with

qV52~ma
N2m0!, ~13!

wherema
n is the quasi-Fermi level of thenth acceptor orbital

in the chain.
Cases~a! and ~b! are solved exactly, and~c! is solved

numerically.
As explained above, we have chosen to deal with syst

which are optically thin in order to make direct comparis
with the detailed balance limit. In this case the most use
quantity is the internal quantum efficiency~IQE!

I 5J/qrdGs ~14!

and we define the power conversion efficiency in terms
absorbed rather than incident photon flux, i.e., by the ma
mum value of

h5
qIV

Eg
5

JV

rdGsEg
~15!

in the range 0,V,Voc , whereVoc is the open-circuit volt-
age.~The power conversion efficiency incorporating abso
tivity is recovered by multiplyingh by the fraction of light
absorbed.!

D. Solutions for I -V

Explicit solutions forI -V are found in cases~a! and ~b!,
by exploiting the symmetry of the system. The detailed b
ance solution@case~a!# is given by the parametric equation

I 5
1

Gs
S Gs1G02

Kg

xc
221

D S xc21

xc11D ~16!

and

qV52~mc2m0!5Eg22kT ln xc , ~17!
03533
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where

xc5exp@~Ec2mc!/kT#. ~18!

The open-circuit voltageVoc is given by

Voc5Eg2kT lnS Kg

Gs1G0
11D . ~19!

In case~b!, a larger set of equations~see Appendix! gives
I andV as functions ofxc , andVoc is found implicitly as the
point whereI 50. In the limit of no interfacial recombina
tion, case~b! simplifies to a form similar to Eq.~16! andVoc
is again given by Eq.~19!.

In case ~c!, where chains of acceptors and donors a
present, the system is complicated by theV dependence of
intermolecular transfer along the chains and cannot be so
explicitly. We make the assumption that the applied bias
divided equally between the intervals connecting neighb
ing donors and acceptors in the chains, so that the inter
lecular energy difference is

Daa52V/2N ~20!

for all neighboring donors or acceptors. The intermolecu
electron transfer rate, Eq.~12!, is thus a function ofV,

Kaa~V!5Caalaa
21/2e2(V/2N1laa)2/4laakT. ~21!

Note that the sign ofDaa is negative for positive applied
bias. This is expected for a system with similar electro
work functions where there is no built-in bias in equilibriu
~as shown in Refs. 4,5!. When the device generates phot
current, electrons flow from thep to the n electrode, estab-
lishing a potential difference which opposes further elect
flow.

Figure 2 illustrates the orbital energies and quasi-Fe
levels of system~c! in the general operating condition. A
short circuit,Daa50 and the current is driven by the gradie
in quasi-Fermi levels, which is then at its maximum valu
At open circuit,ma andmd are constant for all acceptors o
donors andDaa has its maximum magnitude within the pho
tovoltaic regime.

We solve case~c! by first solving the central donor
sensitizer-acceptor unit explicitly@as case~b!# for J andma

0 .
Then, for eachJ, the value ofV is found which satisfies

FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram and chemical potential for case~c!
at operating condition. The gradients in electron and ‘‘hole’’ qua
Fermi levels,ma and md ~dotted lines!, indicate the direction of
electron flow. The photogenerated potential difference between
andp contacts biases the system to oppose photocurrent genera
7-4
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FACTORS LIMITING THE EFFICIENCY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 035337 ~2004!
Jaa5J using Eqs.~11!, ~20!, and~21!. Compared to case~b!,
the effect of adding the chains is to decrease the valueV
for positiveJ points and to increaseV for negativeJ points,
similar to the effect of adding a series resistance.

In all cases, the darkJ-V characteristic is calculated ex
actly as the light curve but withX50 in Eqs.~2! and ~3!.

III. RESULTS

A. Values of parameters used

We have tried to use parameter values typical of real m
lecular photovoltaic systems, as far as these are known.
focus on a system with band gapEg52 eV since this is
typical of the optical gap of commonly used organic ele
tronic materials, and oscillator strengthf osc of 1
310221 eV m2. This value off osc is typical of a simple light
absorbing polymer and is equivalent to a decadic extinc
coefficient of 10 000 dm3 mol21 cm21 over a bandwidth of
about 0.5 eV centerd onEg . It corresponds to the order o
one excitation per molecule per second at one-sun solar
mination. For the forward electron-transfer rateKca we con-
sider a wide range of values from 102 to 1015 s21. A value of
around 1012 s21 compares well with subpicosecond trans
rates reported for polymer-fullerene17,18 and dye-sensitized19

photovoltaic systems.Kca represents the maximum electro
transfer rate, i.e., it is assumed thatlca5Eca . For the accep-
tor and donor levels we consider values which are withi
few tenths of an eV of the LUMO and HOMO, respective
Values ofDca for experimental systems range from arou
0.3 eV for the LUMO-TiO2 gap in dye-sensitized systems,20

to 0.5–1 eV for polymer blend systems,21,22to around 0.9 eV
for polymer-fullerene systems,24 and over 1 eV for polymer-
metal oxide systems.23 When interfacial recombination i
present, we assume thatCav is equal to the coefficientCca
for forward transfer and select the back electron-trans
ratesKav by choosing the reorganization energylav . lav is
varied from a few tenths of an eV to over 1 eV, modulati
Kav by ten orders of magnitude. Although not well know
reorganization energies for back electron transfer are
pected to be relatively large, of order 1 eV, consistent w
slow transfer.25 For intermolecular electron transfer alon
chains, we consider low-field ratesKaa(0) in the range
104–1012 s21. This incorporates the relevant range of o
ganic charge-carrier mobilities@see Eq.~22! below#. Chain
lengths from 1 to over 100 nm are considered.

For the light source we have used a black body sun
temperature Ts55760 K and angular rangeFs52.16
31025 at one-sun concentration.10 The ambient~and cell!
temperature is taken asT5300 K. These fix the intramo
lecular ~i.e., radiative! recombination rate, as a function o
the HOMO and LUMO occupation levels. In most cases
low, we present the results asI -V rather thanJ–V plots, to
avoid dependence on the system thickness. For compa
with light I -V curves, dark currents are divided by the fac
qrdGs for the relevant light intensity.

B. Effects on theI -V characteristic

1. Detailed-balance limit

In the monochromatic detailed-balance limit@case~a!# the
internal quantum efficiency at short circuit is always unity
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definition, and theI -V curve is a function only of the energ
gap and concentrationX. The monochromatic power conve
sion efficiency increases monotonically with band gap a
with light intensity. For our standard case withEg52 eV
and f osc510221 eV m2, h varies with concentration from
0.73 at one sun to over 0.8 at maximum concentration
shown in Fig. 3. TheI -V curve for this system at one sun
shown in Fig. 4.

2. Effect of donor and acceptor orbitals

For the system with donor and acceptor orbitals@case~b!#
we first consider the case when recombination is abs
(Kav50) and look at the effect of independently varying t
forward electron-transfer rateKca and the interfacial energy
stepDca . I -V curves at one sun for the systems withDca
5lca50.3 eV andDca5lca50.7 eV, for a range ofKca ,
are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. In each case, theI -V curve
tends to the detailed-balance limit for sufficiently highKca .
As Kca is reduced, theI -V curve degrades, developing
point of inflection, or ‘‘kink,’’ near open circuit. TheI -V
curve then recedes, so that the current falls off at a volt
lower thanVoc ~the ‘‘fall-off’’ voltage ! and the maximum
power point moves to lower voltages. When the fall-off vo
age reaches a limiting value close to (Ea2Ed)/q, the curve
stops receding and the photocurrent begins to reduce in m
nitude. For largerDca , the effect of reducingKca is more
pronounced and this limiting voltage is lower. As theI -V
curve degrades, the negativeI part of theI -V curve and the
dark current are both suppressed in magnitude.

The behavior may be understood by considering Eq.~9!
for Jca as voltage~and hencema) increases andf a ap-
proaches unity. For finite electron-transfer rateKca a differ-
ence in quasi-Fermi levels,mc.ma , is then required to drive

FIG. 3. Monochromatic power conversion efficiency~assuming
unit absorptivity! of a two-level system with optical gap of 2 eV
and oscillator strength 1310221 eV m2 as a function of light inten-
sity under a 5760-K black body sun. The full line shows t
detailed-balance limit. Broken lines show the system in case~b!
with Dca50.7 eV, Kca51012 s21, and different electron-transfe
rates for interfacial recombination, characterized by different re
ganization energies.lav50.4 eV, 0.5 eV, and 0.9 eV correspond
electron-transfer ratesKav of 4.23103 s21, 5.03106 s21, and 1.6
31011 s21 respectively.
7-5
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FIG. 4. Internal quantum efficiency–voltage (I -V) curves for the system in case~b! with optical gap of 2 eV and oscillator strength
310221 eV m2 under a 5760-K black body sun.~a! Dca50.3 eV andKav50 for different values ofKca . ~b! Dca50.7 eV andKav50 for
different values ofKca . ~c! Dca50.7 eV andKca51012 s21 for different interfacial recombination rates. (lav50.1 eV, 0.5 eV, 0.9 eV, and
1.3 eV correspond to electron-transfer ratesKav of 10249 s21, 5.03106 s21, 1.631011 s21, and 7.331011 s21, respectively.! In ~a! and~b!,
note that the degradation of theI -V curve nearVoc occurs more easily for the larger interfacial energy step, and that the magnitude
IQE collapses at a voltage close to (Ea2Ed)/q. The effect of interfacial recombination~c! is to reduce the open-circuit voltage and
increase the limiting reverse current. Although dark current is also increased, the light and dark currents now cross.Voc is linked toEg under
weak recombination and (Ea2Ed)/q under strong recombination.
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electrons from LUMO to acceptor. This means thatmc
reaches the value where intramolecular recombination
comes important, and which determines the open-circuit c
dition in the detailed-balance case, beforema reaches this
value. AsV is further increased,mc remains pinned at its
open-circuit value untilma equals it to bring the system int
the true open-circuit condition. In this regime intramolecu
recombination competes with charge separation, and botJg
and Jca fall towards zero. This kink effect is more pro
nounced for largerDca or lower Kca , and for higher light
intensity, leading to a decrease in power conversion e
ciency with increasingX ~shown in Fig. 3 for the caseDca
50.7 eV). Beyond open circuit,ma continues to rise until
f a51 and J reaches its limiting value o
2e2Dca /kTqrdKca . This value is also the limit of the dar
current, and is due to the limited rate of electron trans
between acceptor and LUMO.
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These effects on the shape of theI -V curve are therefore
a consequence of limited electron-transfer rates and lim
density of states. With infiniteKca ~equivalent to the infinite
mobility assumed in detailed balance!, or with high density
of acceptor states~preventingf a from reaching 1!, the I -V
curve would be limited only by the rate of intramolecul
recombination at the sensitizer, no kink would appear, a
the negative current would never saturate with increasingV.
One simple consequence of this behavior is that, in cont
to inorganic semiconductor devices, a low dark current d
not necessarily lead to efficient photovoltaic energy conv
sion.

3. Effect of interfacial recombination

The effect of introducinginterfacial recombination is
shown in Fig. 4~c!. This shows light and darkI -V curves for
the system@as in Fig. 4~b!# with Dca50.7 eV and Kca
7-6
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FACTORS LIMITING THE EFFICIENCY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 035337 ~2004!
51012 s21, with different values ofKav . Cav is assumed
equal toCca since the two electron-transfer pathways a
between the same two molecules, andKav is varied by vary-
ing lav . Figure 4~c! shows that aslav is increased from a
small value towardsDav , where Kav is maximized, the
open-circuit voltage decreases. The effect onVoc is quite
substantial. Forlav values of 0.5–0.9 eV,Voc decreases by
between 0.5 and 1 V. Those values oflav are reasonable
limits to the reorganization energy for the acceptor-dye
combination step in a dye-sensitized system.25 The reduction
in Voc is larger for largerDca with the result thatVoc is
linked toEa2Ed rather than toEg , as it was in the detailed
balance limit. It is readily shown that whenEa5Ed and
Kca5Kav , both photovoltage and photocurrent vanish, i.
the photovoltaic effect depends upon asymmetry in
electron-transfer rates at the interface.

Introducing the new pathway allows ‘‘cycling’’ of elec
trons ~HOMO-LUMO, LUMO-acceptor, acceptor-HOMO!
so that the LUMO-acceptor current is no longer required
vanish at open circuit. Now asV is increased, the accepto
HOMO currentJav increases and cancels out the photoc
rent long before intramolecular recombination becomes
nificant. Open circuit is thus reached whenmc is much
smaller than its detailed-balance open-circuit value and
kink observed in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, which is due to limited
LUMO-acceptor transfer, disappears.

The additional recombination pathway also increases
saturation value of both the light current and the dark c
rent. The effect is greater for the light current leading to
crossing of the light and dark currents below theV axis. Such
crossings are commonly observed in molecular photovol
systems.1,3,26,27 These different saturation currents in lig
and dark are due to the different magnitude of the limiti
Jav . In the light, the occupation level of the HOMO (51
2 f c) is generally smaller than that in the dark, and con
quently the limiting value ofJav is larger. Physically, we
may consider that the photoionized sensitizers introduce
additional pathway for recombination in the light. Such
effect has been observed in dye-sensitized solar cells
polymer electrolyte, where the recombination current un
illumination is observed to increase with increasing lig
intensity.28

In this system, increasing light intensity increases the
ficiency of charge separation relative to interfacial recom
nation. IncreasingX thus moves the system from a recomb
nation limited regime at lowX, through an optimum
condition, to a charge-transfer-limited regime at highX. The
effect on power conversion efficiency is illustrated in Fig.
for the systems in Fig. 4~c! with differentKav . Voc increases
with X in the recombination limited regime, before saturati
in the transport limited regime. Such behavior has been
served experimentally.5 Figure 3 shows that the power con
version efficiency can easily be reduced to one-quarter of
maximum available by interfacial recombination. These
fects are studied in more detail in Ref. 29.~Note that because
we are dealing with noninteracting molecular systems, we
not observe effects—typically the fall in efficiency with ligh
intensity—which are due to bimolecular recombination.!
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4. Optimization of electron-transfer rate

The above discussion has identified two regimes, o
where Kca is low and intramolecular recombination dom
nates, and the other whereKav is significant and interfacia
recombination dominates.Kca and Kav are determined by
the same parameterCca (5Cav) which suggests that simply
by varying the intermolecular coupling factorCca we may
move from one regime to the other. In Fig. 5 we show t
resulting I -V curves, parametric inKca , for the case with
Dca50.3 eV andlav50.7 eV. This clearly shows a trans
tion from charge-transfer-limited behavior, characterized
a kink and low fill factor, at lowKca through a maximum, to
interfacial recombination limited behavior, characterized
low Voc , at highKca . The behavior in the lowKca regime is
also produced for low intrachain mobility, and so it ma
more generally be considered a transport limited regim
This clearly demonstrates that the fastest charge separ
rate does not necessarily lead to the highest efficiency.

5. Effect of chains of donors and acceptors

When the system is extended by adding chains of don
and acceptors, with zero-field intermolecular hopping coe
cient Kaa(0), the I -V curve degrades both with increasin
chain lengthN and with decreasingKaa(0). The effect of
varying Kaa(0) for N510 is illustrated in Fig. 6, for the
system withDca50.3 eV andKca51012 s21 andKav50. A
reorganization energylaa of 0.9 eV is used as typical fo
hole transport in organic semiconductors,30 but other values
lead to similar results, changing only the slope of theJ-V
curve nearVoc . ReducingKaa(0) introduces a kink in the
J-V curve and suppresses the largeV saturation current, ex-
actly as reducingKca in Fig. 4. The explanation is analogou
In this case reducingKaa(0) ~rather thanKca) limits the rate
of supply of charge from sensitizer to contacts, introduce

FIG. 5. Internal quantum efficiency curves for the system in F
4~a! (Dca50.3 eV) with lav50.7 eV (Kav'73109 s21) and
varyingKca . Charge separation and interfacial recombination ra
are linked throughCca5Cav . Bold curves show the transport lim
ited regime, whereKca is less than the optimum~Kca,107 s21!,
while light curves show the recombination limited regime whe
Kca is too high ~Kca.109 s21!. The inset shows the monochro
matic power conversion efficiency as a function ofKca .
7-7
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JENNY NELSON, JAMES KIRKPATRICK, AND P. RAVIRAJAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035337 ~2004!
Fermi-level gradient betweenmc and ma0, and effective
charge separation is stopped before true open circuit, as
as intramolecular recombination begins.Kaa(0) can be di-
rectly related to the low-field mobilityz of the molecular
chain, through

Kaa~0!5kTz/qa2, ~22!

wherea is the intermolecular separation. A typical organ
hole mobility of 1024 cm2 V21 s21 with a51 nm leads to
Kaa of order 108 s21. Figure 5 shows that such values m
lead to degradedI -V curves in films only ten molecular spac
ings thick.

The effect of increasingN is similar to reducingKaa(0),
and an example is presented below in Fig. 8. Both may
considered as a series resistance effect, also visible in
effect of the chain resistance on the gradient in]J/]V close
to Voc . We show below that quantitatively and qualitative
similar behavior to Fig. 8~b! has been observed in practic
The effect of interfacial recombination on this system
again to reduceVoc , as for the case without chains. Perfo
mance is then transport limited at low mobility, but becom
recombination limited and mobility independent at highez
values. The shape of theJ-V curve is thus controlled by the
relative importance of interfacial recombination and interm
lecular charge transfer from sensitizer to electrodes.

6. Extension to donor-acceptor systems

So far we have considered donor-sensitizer-acceptor
tems where only the central sensitizer absorbs light. Thi
most relevant to dye-sensitized solar cells but not obviou
appropriate for other donor-acceptor photovoltaic syste
To address the wider validity of the model, we have solv
two alternative systems, representing donor-acceptor
tems. Both produce the same qualitative dependence ofI -V
characteristic on charge separation rate, recombination
and light intensity. The first model consists of equal chains

FIG. 6. I -V curves for the system in Fig. 4~a! (Dca50.3 eV)
with Kca51012 s21 and with ten additional acceptor and ten ad
tional donor levels, as a function ofKaa(0) @case~c!#. The effect of
low mobility along the chains is to degrade theI -V curve, similar to
the effect of decreasingKca . IncreasingN produces a qualitatively
similar effect to reducingKaa(0).
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donors and acceptors joined at an interface, where only
donor and acceptor closest to the interface absorb light.
other is an asymmetric version of case~b! whereDdv50,
and the sensitizer is assumed to be part of the donor ph
This may represent a bulk heterojunction solar cell3,24 where
light is absorbed in the donor and charge separation oc
only for excitons adjacent to the interface. Comparison of
I -V characteristics of this system with case~b! above shows
that for systems where interfacial recombination is imp
tant, replacing the donor-sensitizer-acceptor system with
donor-acceptor system tends to increaseVoc . However, low
mobility within the donor phase~represented by lowKdv)
reduces the efficiency of charge separation and may ten
decrease photocurrent.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with experimental systems

Several of the features discussed above for the sim
model have been observed in experimental molecular ph
voltaic systems. The kink in theI -V curves shown in Figs.
4–6 has been observed in devices made from multila
vacuum deposited molecular films2,31,32and in hybrid metal-
oxide-polymer devices.23,33 In all cases the kink is presen
when the energy stepD at one or other collecting electrod
exceeds about 0.4 eV. Reference 2 shows that replacing
indium tin oxide~ITO!-copper phthalocyanine~CuPc! inter-
face (D50.4 eV) in a CuPc/C60 device with polyethylene-
dioxythiophene~PEDOT!-CuPc (D520.1 eV) removes the
kink in the J-V curve and improves device performance.
similar effect has been observed in the same system by m
fying the electron collecting interface.32 Recent studies in
our laboratory of the effect of interfacial driving force on th

FIG. 7. Measured monochromatic light and dark curre
density-voltage curves for TiO2/conjugated polymer/Au photovol
taic devices, made from polymers with different ionization poten
~IP!: F8T2 polymer, IP55.5 eV and PFB polymer, IP55.1 eV
~Ref. 33!. The effect of increasing the energy step between HOM
and cathode work function~nominally 5.1 eV for Au! is to degrade
the I -V curve, as predicted in Fig. 4.~The low photocurrent for PFB
polymer is due to weaker light absorption at the measurem
wavelength.!
7-8
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FIG. 8. ~a! Measured current density-voltage curves for TiO2 /F8T2 polymer/Au devices with different polymer thicknesses un
simulated sunlight~from Ref. 33!. ~b! Simulation of current density-voltage curves for the model@case~c!# for different lengthsN of chains
of acceptors and donors, representing different thicknesses, and allowing for optical filtering~see text!. The qualitative behavior observed i
~a! is reproduced. The experimental curves also show shunt resistance effects, not included in the model.
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feature in TiO2-polymer structures show that while the kin
is present when Au~effective work functionfw.4.9 eV for
Au on polymer! is deposited on poly~9,9-dioctylfluorene-Co-
bithiophene! polymer ~F8T2! polymer ~ionization potential
IP55.5 eV), it is removedeither by replacing the polymer
with another of lower IP~of around 5 eV! or by replacing the
Au with a contact of higherfw such as Pt (IP.5.6 eV) or
PEDOT (IP.5.3 eV).33 The effect is illustrated in Fig. 7
Note that reducing the interfacial step also results in a hig
dark current, as expected from the model. The fact that
degradation of theJ-V curve is observed for organic—met
interfaces suggests that only a limited density of sites at
metal interface is available for charge transfer with the
ganic layer.

Studies of the TiO2-F8T2 polymer system show that th
kink is more pronounced for higher light intensity34 and for
thicker polymer films.33 Both are consistent with the mode
predictions in a general way.J-V curves as a function o
polymer film thickness are reproduced from Ref. 33 in F
8~a!. The decreasing short circuit current density with fi
thickness is due to filtering of the incident photon flux by t
‘‘dead’’ layer of polymer lying more than one exciton diffu
sion length from the TiO2 interface. In Fig. 8~b! we present
simulatedJ-V curves as a function of thickness for the sy
tem in Fig. 4~b! (Ea51.7 eV) with chains of acceptors an
donors 50–110 units in length. This system is not an id
model for the experimental system since the model supp
an interface next to the sensitizer and a chain of hole tra
porting molecules leading from interface top contact, while
in the experimental system the chain occurs between the
sitizer and the interfacial step to the contact. Neverthel
the effects of interface and chain are similar~both introduce
a Fermi-level gradient between electrode and sensitizer! and
by choosing conditions where the interfacial step is not li
iting, we focus on the effect of chain length. For this syst
we calculateJ rather thanI to allow for the optical filtering
effect. We use an absorption coefficient of 23105 cm21 and
an exciton diffusion length of 5 nm, in accordance with e
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perimental measurements,33 an intermolecular spacinga of 1
nm and a relatively high mobility@Kaa(0)51012 s21# in or-
der to focus on chain length. Figure 8 shows that the beh
ior predicted by the model is very similar to that observe

A further prediction of the model is that the effect o
interfacial energy step on theJ-V curve should be enhance
as temperature is reduced. This has in fact been observe
polymer/fullerene photovoltaic devices where the fill fact
increases35 and theJ-V curve develops a point of inflection
near Voc ~Ref. 36! as the measurement temperature is
duced from 50 °C to 20 °C.

In most experimental molecular photovoltaic systems,
kink is observed andVoc is low compared toEg /q. This
suggests that interfacial recombination limits performan
In fact, the crossing of light and darkJ-V curves in the
negativeJ regime, which is shown in Fig. 4~c! to result from
interfacial recombination, is commonly observed
practice.1,3,26,27The crossing effect is less severe in the s
tems which exhibit the best power conversion efficiency1,3

indicating that interfacial recombination in those systems
slower. Relatively slow interfacial recombination in tho
systems (100ms–1 ms) has indeed been confirmed
measurements.37,38

Finally, the model predicts that increasing driving for
for charge separation should tend to improveJsc and reduce
Voc . This is compatible with experimental studies of~liquid
electrolyte! dye-sensitized solar cells, showing that increa
ing the electron affinity of the electron acceptor by coati
with silica39 or intercalation of lithium40 leads to increased
Jsc and reducedVoc as expected. A study of the effect o
varying the donor-HOMO energy step in solid-state dy
sensitized systems also showed that the yield of charge s
ration increases with increasing donor-HOMO drivin
force.41

B. Implications for device design

Although extremely simple compared to real devices,
model allows us to make some general comments abou
design of molecular solar cells.
7-9
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JENNY NELSON, JAMES KIRKPATRICK, AND P. RAVIRAJAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035337 ~2004!
First, we have confirmed that photovoltage generat
from a molecular heterojunction does not require any diff
ence in work function of contact materials. In accordan
with previous results,4,5 our calculations show that photoca
rier generation localized at a molecular heterojunction le
to photovoltages of order 1 eV, using typical physical para
eters.

Second, we show that efficiency is a nontrivial function
the interfacial charge-transfer kinetics. Very fast interfac
charge transfer at the heterojunction leads to losses to in
facial recombination, and eventually to reduced efficien
However, very slow charge transfer at heterojunction
other interfaces ultimately leads to intramolecular recom
nation and reduced efficiency. The latter factor means
contacts which are blocking for charge injection lead to p
photovoltaic performance. This implies that, in contrast
inorganic devices, the best efficiency is not achieved in
vices with the lowest dark current.

For devices of order tens of nanometer thick, efficien
may be limited by the rate of intermolecular charge trans
through electron and hole transporting layers. Low char
carrier mobilities lead to substantial Fermi-level gradie
within the device, which enhance both intramolecular a
interfacial recombination in the active region. Charge-car
mobilities may need to be improved by 2–3 orders of m
nitude to achieve reasonable efficiencies and optical dep
Poor mobility is also likely to enhance bimolecular recom
nation, which is not considered here.

In the most efficient experimental systems, interfacial
combination dominatesVoc . Monochromatic power conver
sion efficiencies in efficient molecular solar cells are arou
10%.42 Comparison of the parameters of the real photov
taic system with our model shows that the primary loss is
Voc , which is linked to the difference in the donor HOM
and acceptor LUMO levels and is much smaller than
optical gap.~Part of the difference is, however, due to t
panchromaticity of the experimental systems, and other
tors listed below.! Therefore to improve efficiency for an
given system it is necessary to minimize the rate of inte
cial recombination relative to the rate of charge separat
This may be achieved by tuning the energy steps, reorg
zation energies, or the intermolecular coupling. The inte
cial charge-transfer kinetics may need to beslowed downto
increase efficiency. Such an effect has indeed been obse
in experimental dye-sensitized systems.43

To extend the analysis presented here to real molec
photovoltaic devices, several additional features should
incorporated. These include multiple interfaces; finite sp
tral bandwidth, which will reduceVoc compared to the
monochromatic case; energetic heterogeneity, which lead
trapping of charge carriers in lower-energy levels and w
reduceVoc ; Coulombic effects on excited states and tran
tions; intermediate states in charge separation, such as b
polaron pairs; bimolecular recombination between neighb
ing molecular systems; and heterogeneity in the molec
assembly, which may lead to shunt paths between the e
trodes, reducing both fill factor andVoc . The model pre-
sented here provides a basis to study such systems of
complex energetic and geometric structure, once approp
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parameters are known. In this respect a more complex, t
dimensional model has been developed recently to study
effect of morphology on the efficiency of donor-accept
systems;44 the qualitative effects of transfer rates and en
getics in that model are compatible with the predictions
the simple model presented here.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a simple model o
molecular photovoltaic device based on a two-level, lig
absorbing system, connected to external electrodes by ch
of charge transporting orbitals. Using detailed-balance ar
ments to describe photon absorption and emission, and n
diabatic Marcus theory for electron transfer, we find simp
mathematical expressions governing the steady-state cur
voltage characteristics of such a system. This allows us
study the effect of intermolecular charge transfer on
power conversion efficiency without considering the effe
of spectral sensitivity. We focus on several simple config
rations which can be solved analytically or with simple n
merical calculations. For perfect absorption and lossl
charge transfer to the electrodes, monochromatic power c
version efficiencies of 70% are predicted. Slow charge tra
fer due to large energy steps at the electrodes leads to
charge collection rates and degrades the fill factor, e
though dark currents are low. Fast charge transfer lead
strong interfacial recombination, reducedVoc , and a cross-
ing in light and darkJ-V curves. In this limit the open-circui
voltage is linked to the difference in acceptor and donor
ergy levels. Extended chains of acceptors and donors c
necting the sensitizer to electrodes lead to degradedJ-V
curves, reminiscent of series resistance effects, if charge
bilities are low. Although the model is highly simplistic, a
of these effects are observed in experimental systems
increase the monochromatic power conversion efficie
above the 10–20 % currently achievable, charge-carrier
bilities should be improved, ohmic contacts should be us
and electron-transfer rates at the heterojunction should
optimized.
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APPENDIX

In case~b! Jg is given by the solution to

Jg5qrdS Gs1G02
Kg

xc
221

D S xc21

xc11D ~A1!

and
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qV52~ma2m0!52Ea2Eg22kT ln xa , ~A2!

wherexa51/f a21, xc51/f c21, and

f a5
Kacf c2Kavdav~12 f c!2Jg /qrd

~Kca2Kav! f c2~Kavdca2Kavdav!~12 f c!
~A3!

with dca5e2(Ec2Ea)/kT anddav5e2(Ea2Ev)/kT. Knowing f a
and f c allows one to calculateJca and henceJav andJ, for xc
within the allowed range. The limits toxc are determined by
the constraints that the occupation function of the acce
level, f a , must be>0, giving an upper limit toxc , and f a
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or
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